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First State Bank Testimonial

“When I’m chained to my desk, First State Bank is there to help!”
Sue Beal, owner/operator of Island Information Services, doesn’t like
to leave her one-woman business to go to the bank. Says Sue,“When I
heard about the business courier service that First State Bank of the
Florida Keys offers, I switched. I no longer have to sneak out to the
bank, hoping my clients won’t notice I’m gone. I save time and gas by
not having to run to the bank before business hours. No time wasted
waiting in line at the drive-through either... what a great service! And
it’s greener - Ken’s (pictured above with Sue Beal) efficient courier
‘loop’ saves everyone else a drive to the bank.”

Focus on the Good
Raise Your Vibrations

Everything in the universe is
made of energy. What
differentiates one form of energy
from another is the speed at which
it vibrates. For example, light
vibrates at a very high frequency,
and something like a rock vibrates
at a lower frequency but a
frequency nonetheless. Human
beings also vibrate at different
frequencies. Our thoughts and
feelings can determine the
frequency at which we vibrate, and
our vibration goes out into the
world and attracts to us energy
moving at a similar frequency. This
is one of the ways that we create
our own reality, which is why we
can cause a positive shift in our
lives by raising our vibration.
We all know someone we think
of as vibrant. Vibrant literally
means “vibrating very rapidly.” The
people who strike us as vibrant are
vibrating at a high frequency, and
they can inspire us as we work to
raise our vibration. On the other
hand, we all know people that are
very negative or cynical. These
people are vibrating at a lower
frequency. They can also be an
inspiration because they can show
us where we don’t want to be
vibrating and why. To discover

where you are in terms of vibrancy,
consider where you fall on a scale
between the most pessimistic
person you know and the most
vibrant. This is not in order to pass
judgment, but rather it is
important to know where you are
as you begin working to raise your
frequency so that you can notice
and appreciate your progress.
There are many ways to raise
your vibration, from working with
affirmations to visualizing
enlightened entities during
meditation. One of the most
practical ways to raise your
vibration is to consciously choose
where you focus your attention. To
understand how powerful this is,
take five minutes to describe
something you love unreservedly—a
person, a movie, an experience.
When your five minutes are up, you
will noticeably feel more positive
and even lighter. If you want to
keep raising your vibration, you
might want to commit to spending
five minutes every day focusing on
the good in your life. As you do
this, you will train yourself to be
more awake and alive. Over time,
you will experience a permanent
shift in your vibrancy.

Reprinted from DailyOM - Inspirational thoughts for a happy,
healthy and fulfilling day. Register for free at www.dailyom.com.

Steve Venini
patio, making conversation
possible while listening.
I don’t think I’m going out on a
limb when I claim that his original
stuff is as good as any I’ve heard.
Heart is the word that comes to
mind.
Along with his musical talent,
Steve is a champion marlin angler
and a serious fly fisherman. He is
also a captain and takes parties
out to the flats. Check out his
web site at www.bonechance.com.
He’s been living in Key Largo since
...continued from page 3.

1980, and he loves the community
of musicians and the music scene
here.
Take some time off next
Saturday afternoon and stop by
Marleys (MM107 Bayside). Steve
plays from 2 to 6, and you never
know who’ll show up to jam with
him. Singer-songwriters like him
don’t come by often. It’s a
comfortable venue to relax, put
your feet in the sand and enjoy
the aroma of the barbecue
cooking.

